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Positrons with high energy and short pulse duration generated by the ultra-

short and ultra-intense laser interaction with a two-target system (under-

density plasma target and high-Z metal target) have wide applications. In

this paper, we proposed an optimal scheme for enhancing positrons with

multi-layer high-Z converters. Positrons with larger divergence escape from

the target zone, reducing positron annihilation in the target, while secondary

particles with smaller divergence react with the subsequent target to produce

more positrons. The total positron yield and positron beam divergence

increased obviously with the target number when using the thin converter,

while the scenario was reversed for the recorded positrons. The total positrons

produced by bilayer 5-mm targets and eight-layer 1-mm targets increased by

14% and 62%, respectively, compared to the outgoing positrons produced by an

8-mm monolayer target. Positron yields can be further enhanced by adjusting

the thickness of the subsequent target and distance, according to the intensity

and angular distribution of positrons emitted from the previous target.
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Introduction

Positrons with relativistic energy have attracted considerable attention due to their

numerous potential applications [1], such as in nuclear and particle physics, plasma

physics [2], and material science [3, 4]. The ultra-short and ultra-intense laser provides an

innovative new approach for generating positrons. Since the theory proposed by Shearer

et al. [5] in 1973 and the invention of the chirped pulse amplification (CPA) technique [6]

by Strickland and Mourou in the mid-1980s, the electron–positron pairs produced by the

ultra-intense laser have been extensively investigated in great detail through theory [5,

7–13] and experiment [14–20]. Cowan et al. [21] experimentally demonstrated the ability
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of an ultra-intense laser pulse to produce positrons for the first

time on the Nova Peta-Watt laser. As we know, the Bethe–Heitler

(BH) process and the trident process are the two main methods

to produce positrons through hot electrons. Previous studies

have demonstrated that positron generation via the trident

process predominates over the BH process for a thin target

(<30 μm for solid gold) [7], while the scenario is reversed for

a thick high-Z target [8, 9]. There is a cross point around which

the dominant process switches from the trident process to the BH

process that depends mainly on the plasma density and converter

thickness.

In the early experiments [20, 22, 23], the positron beam

based on the laser and thick high-Z target direct interaction

has a higher yield and a larger divergence. However, the

positron yield relies on the laser intensity and an optimum

laser intensity is around 1021 W/cm2 in the fixed laser energy

[9]. Another alternative solution is to separate the electron

generation and electromagnetic shower into two distinct

stages [14, 24]. Generally speaking, the energetic electron

beam is first generated by the interaction of a relatively

low-intensity laser with a gaseous target; then, these

electrons propagate through a high-Z solid target to

produce electron–positron pairs by the BH process. The

positron beam generated by such a two-target system

shows some unique properties such as short pulse duration

(~ps), high energy (~MeV), and high density (>1012 cm−3). At

the same time, the femtosecond laser system used in the

positron experiment is more compact and easier to work in

high frequency and at low cost. However, increasing the target

thickness contributes to electron–positron pair annihilation

that leads to a sharp decrease in the positron yield.

Here, we propose a scheme of multi-layer targets to

enhance the total positrons (see Figure 1) by adding

multiple targets to keep secondary particles (positrons,

electrons, and γ-rays) of small divergence reacting with the

subsequent target for more positron production, while the

low-energy positrons of large divergence escape from the

target zone (zone I), reducing the positron annihilation in

the target.

Simulation study on positron
generation

Monolayer target simulation

The distribution function of the electron–positron pair

depends only on the primary electron energy E, electron

number N, and the target thickness d. In this section, the

transportation of electrons and electron-induced secondary

particles interacting with the high-Z (tungsten) target has

been studied with Geant4 (Version 4.10.7) [25, 26]. The initial

electron spectrum was extracted from the previous

experiment in the same experimental conditions as this

article [27]. Here, we assumed that the cascade was

initiated by a pencil-like electron beam of 50 mrad

perpendicularly propagating to the target after a 50-cm

flight path. At high energies, the cascade was assumed to

propagate essentially along the initial direction of electron

propagation.

FIGURE 1
Scheme of multi-layer targets for positron enhancement.

FIGURE 2
Secondary particle yields by the interaction of laser-induced
energetic electron beam with tungsten target of different
thicknesses.
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Figure 2 shows the calculated results of electron-induced

secondary particles generated once an electron beam propagated

through a tungsten target with a thickness ranging from 1mm to

15 mm, which roughly covers the radiation length of tungsten

ranging from 0.3 to 4. Here, we defined the produced positrons

as the primary positrons without the annihilation process, the

outgoing particles as these particles emitted from the front

surface of the target, and the recorded positrons as these

positrons over < 3° divergence and <5 mm diameter spot emitted

from the front surface center of the target because these positrons

can reach the magnetic field after propagation through the

collimator in the actual experiment. As we can see, the

maximum yields for the recorded positrons and outgoing

positrons were obtained for the thicknesses of 8 mm and 6mm,

respectively, while increasing target thickness above this value

induced a net decrease in positron yields. This can be intuitively

understood by noting that, for such a thick target, there is a higher

probability that any generated positrons within the target may

undergo more energy loss during propagation through the rest of

the high-Z target [17]. Electrons and positrons are also constantly

moderated to the low-energy region through ionization and

bremsstrahlung processes and eventually annihilate as

transportation in the target, while increasing the high-Z target

thickness above the threshold induces a net decrease when the

annihilation process overcomes the BH process. Therefore, the

outgoing electrons gradually decreased and tended to the

positrons with the increasing target thickness because the

outgoing electrons and positrons were mainly produced by γ-rays.

FIGURE 3
Calculated yields of the total positrons, outgoing positrons, recorded positrons, and annihilated positrons with different target numbers at a
monolayer thickness of (A) 1 mm, (B) 2 mm, (C) 3 mm, (D) 4 mm, (E) 5 mm, and (F) 6 mm.
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Multi-layer target simulation

There are many factors affecting the positron yields, such as the

target size R, target distance L, target thickness d, and target number

N. Based on our specific experimental conditions, the ratio of R/(L-

d) = 1 is set to study the effects of positron enhancement based on

multi-layer targets at a monolayer thickness ranging from 1mm to

6 mm on the positron yields normalized to the indent electron beam

(see Figures 3A–F). Here, we defined the total positrons as the sum

of scattering positrons that escaped from the target zone and

outgoing positrons and defined the outgoing positrons as these

positrons emitted from the front surface of the last target. The

recorded positrons decreased gradually with an increase in the target

number when adding more than three layers, and this phenomenon

was more obvious with a thick target. Although the recorded

positrons produced by multi-layer targets were significantly lower

than those produced by an 8-mm monolayer target, the total

positrons had a considerable enhancement by optimizing the

multi-layer targets structure. The total positron yields increased

with the high-Z target number until the scattering positrons were

larger than the outgoing positron loss in the subsequent target. Based

on the simulation results, we can obtain more positrons with the

multi-layer targets. However, the positron enhancement under the

thin targets (<=4 mm)with an increase in the target number became

more and more obvious, while the optimal scheme for the thick

target (5 mm and 6 mm) was bilayer. The full width at half

maximum (FWHM) of the outgoing positron beam increased

significantly to some extent with an increase in the target

thickness and target number (see Figure 4). The FWHM of the

positron beam was larger than the hole diameter of the collimator

when adding more than two layers, preventing more positrons from

entering the magnetic field. It is detrimental to positron collection

emitted from the escape zone in nearly forward 2π space with an

increase in the target, and the optimal solution formulti-layer targets

should not exceed three layers under our specific experimental

parameters.

Experiment for positron generation

Monolayer target scheme

The experimental campaign of positron production by a

monolayer target was, thus, carried out at a 200 TW fs laser

facility. A detailed description of the experimental setup is

shown in Figure 5, where an ultra-intense laser with a peak

intensity of 2.8 × 1019 W/cm−2, delivered in 29 fs over a 30-μm

diameter focus, was focused onto the edge of a supersonic He

gas jet mixed with 0.5% N2 with a backing pressure of 0.4 MPa.

The collimator of ~1 cm diameter through 10-cm plastic

(Teflon) was installed along the laser beam axis at a

distance of 58 cm from the gas jet. A high-Z converter was

installed close to the collimator for positron production. A

magnetic spectrometer (B = 1 T, length 16 cm) close to the

FIGURE 4
Layer-dependent FWHM of the outgoing positrons with
different target numbers at a monolayer target thickness ranging
from 1 mm to 6 mm.

FIGURE 5
Sketch of the experimental setup for positron production. Laser-induced particles are separated by the magnetic spectrometer and then
recorded onto IP1 and IP2.
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collimator was used to separate and spectrally resolve

electrons, photons, and positrons from each other; then,

these secondary particles could be recorded onto Image

Plate 1 (IP1) located 10 cm after the magnetic

spectrometer. Meanwhile, another Image Plate 2 (IP2) was

tightly attached to the side of the magnetic spectrometer to

record the low-energy positrons with a smaller deflection

radius. The recorded information on all secondary particles

with five shots at a monolayer target of different thicknesses is

shown in Figure 6.

The outgoing positrons were mainly concentrated in the low-

energy region (<100MeV), while the energetic positrons (>100MeV)

accounted for only a small fraction (about 10%). The simulation

results normalized to the actual experimental results are shown in

Figure 7. It has a good agreement in the recorded positrons (marked

with a black line and red line). The positrons recorded onto IP2 are

about 1.47 × 107/shot for an 8-mm monolayer target, while the

outgoing positrons are about 1.26 × 108/shot.

FIGURE 6
Raw information on particles recorded onto IP1 (in front of themagnetic spectrometer) and IP2 (on the side of themagnetic spectrometer) with
a monolayer target of different thicknesses.

FIGURE 7
Comparison of experimental and simulation positrons with a
monolayer target of different thicknesses.
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FIGURE 8
Raw information on particle signals obtained by IP1 (in front of the magnetic spectrometer) and IP2 (side of the magnetic spectrometer) with
multi-layer targets. (A) Total thickness of multi-layer targets of 8 mm. (B) Bilayer targets.

FIGURE 9
Comparison of experimental and simulation positrons with multi-layer targets. (A) Total thickness of multi-layer targets of 8 mm. (B) Bilayer
targets.
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Multi-layer target scheme

Based on the aforementioned discussion, we have

experimentally studied the positron enhancement with multi-

layer targets. The sketch of the experimental setup was, thus,

essentially identical to the aforementioned target, with the only

difference that we used multi-layer targets instead of a monolayer

target. The raw information on particles obtained by IP1 and

IP2 with five shots is shown in Figure 8, and the normalized

simulation results based on the actual experimental setup are

shown in Figure 9. The proportion of escaped positrons in the

total positrons, which was the difference between the total

positrons and outgoing positrons, as shown in Figure 9A,

increased with the target thickness when the total thickness of

multi-layer targets was 8 mm. The maximum yield of the total

positrons obtained with eight-layer 1-mm targets (1 mm × 8) is

about 2.1 × 108/shot, 62% higher than that of the outgoing

positrons produced by an 8-mm monolayer target. The total

positrons and outgoing positrons have the same trend with an

increase in the target thickness in the scheme of bilayer targets

(see Figure 9B). The total positrons and outgoing positrons

increased with target thickness, while the scenario was

reversed for the recorded positrons. The total positrons (1.38

× 108/shot) under bilayer 5-mm targets have increased by 14%

compared to the outgoing positrons produced by an 8-mm

monolayer target. To further optimize the positron yields

under multi-layer targets, the thickness of the subsequent

target and distance should be adjusted according to the

intensity and angular distribution of positrons emitted from

the previous target.

Conclusion

In summary, we have made an extensive study on the multi-

layer targets and monolayer targets for positron enhancement.

Using the energetic electron beam generated by the interaction of

an ultra-intense laser and gas target as a discussion situation, we

studied the transportation of electrons and electron-induced

secondary particles in a tungsten target with the Geant4 code.

By optimizing the multi-layer target structure, positrons with

larger scattering angles can escape from the target zone,

decreasing the annihilation of the electron–positron pair,

thereby increasing the total positrons. The total positrons and

FWHM of the outgoing positron beam increase with the target

number using the thin target. However, adding the high-Z

converter will prevent more positrons from entering the

magnetic field, reducing the recorded positrons. Combining

the experimental and simulation results, the total positrons

under bilayer 5-mm targets (5 mm × 2) are up to 1.38 × 108/

shot, 14% higher than the outgoing positrons (1.26 × 108/shot)

under an 8-mm monolayer target. The size, thickness, number,

and distance of every target should be deeply optimized

according to the intensity and angular distribution of

positrons emitted from the previous target.
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